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Welcome to 2021! We survived
2020, possibly the longest year
ever. Although it was technically
366 days, it did seem to linger for
eternity. With the turning of the
calendar we can be hopeful that
things get back closer to normal
but, as always we will continue
doing what we do.
Looking back on 2020, innovation
and flexibility are two good words
to sum up the efforts of our
recruiters. Every time a hurdle
got in our way, we found a way to
get over it, under it or around it.
These efforts have led to new ways
of conducting business that will
endure.
We also began recruiting for the
newest branch of service, the U.S.
Space Force and our Total Force
recruiting enterprise continues to
grow closer and become a gelled
team.
This issue of Behind the Badge is
surprisingly a very robust edition.
December is usually a slow month
but as you will see we stayed quite
busy leading up to the holidays.
So here’s to a positive outlook for
2021. Let’s keep doing the good
work of bringing in the best and
brightest Airmen and Guardians.
Stay safe and as always AIM
HIGH!
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After Brittany Hollander, the wife
of Tech. Sgt. Kevin Hollander, a
311th Recruiting Squadron enlisted
accessions recruiter, helped decorate
the White House for Christmas, she
attended a reception there Nov. 30,
2020. Volunteers were thanked for
their work by First Lady Melania
Trump. Brittany and the other
volunteers were able to take photos
inside the White House during and
after the reception. (Courtesy photo)
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A journey from Space Camp to U.S. Space Force
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- As a
young boy growing up in Upstate
New York, Lt. Col. Michael Graff
had dreams of becoming a NASA
astronaut. Now he finds himself
in a position to shoot for the
stars by leading the recruiting
operations efforts for the U.S.
Space Force as part of Air Force
Recruiting Service.
Graff was sworn into the U.S.
Space Force Oct. 8, 2020, and is
serving as the first Space Force
Recruiting Branch chief within
Air Force Recruiting Service.
Maj. Gen. Jeannie Leavitt, a
former AFRS commander, swore
him into the nation’s newest
service
“It’s very rare for officers to be
commissioned twice in a career,
and given Maj. Gen. Leavitt’s
background as a pioneer and
pacesetter in the Air Force, I
was happy that she agreed to
administer the oath of office to

Maj. Gen. Jeannie Leavitt, former Air
Force Recruiting Service commander,
swears Lt. Col. Michael Graff into the
U.S. Space Force Oct. 8, 2020. Graff
is the first Space Force branch chief of
operations at AFRS. (Courtesy photo)

me,” he said. “While she was
commander, her energy and unitfocused headquarters support
model enabled squadrons to set
records and continue to fight
through the initial months of the
(COVID) pandemic.”
Graff now is in a position where
he too can be part of a pioneering
group that helps the USSF in its
infancy.
“As we continue to move forward
with Total Force recruiting,
recruiting space professionals is
an exciting part of what we do,”
said Maj. Gen. Ed Thomas, AFRS
commander. “Our recruiters are
laser focused on finding the best
and brightest to serve in the Air
and Space Force. And having an
in-house space professional like
Mike Graff, who was an Air Force
recruiting squadron commander,
only strengthens our team.”
For Graff, his path began in
the third grade with a dream to
be an astronaut after visiting
the Smithsonian Air and Space
Museum in Washington D.C.
“Near the moon lander
exhibit, there was a video kiosk
advertising the Space Camp
experience. I was immediately
hooked on the notion of going as
soon as possible,” Graff said. “I
had to wait until fifth grade but
went again in seventh grade, as
well as tenth and eleventh grades,
which were more oriented toward
a pre-college experience.”
His experiences at Space Camp
in Huntsville, Alabama, helped
set course for Graff’s future.
“While at these camps you’re
completely immersed in a STEM
experience. You meet people from
all over the country. The staff and
speakers are superb mentors and
provide outstanding guidance
for young people interested in
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STEM,” he said. “In the later
times that I attended, there were
classes taught by guest speakers
who were actual German rocket
scientists recovered after the
conclusion of WWII. Listening
to these people speak about
astrophysics, astronomy, and the
development of a science they
had a part in establishing was an
extremely rare opportunity, and
I loved it.”
At this point, Graff was hooked
and his desire to be an astronaut
was strong. He also knew having
a military background was part
of the path he would take on his
pursuits.
“The staff also spoke about
the opportunities in the space
enterprises, and the heavy
reliance on military personnel to
supply astronauts was definitely
something that drove my decision
making,” he said. “I had made my
mind up that I would enroll in Air
Force ROTC as soon as I arrived
at college.”
Knowing the difference it made
in his life to attend Space Camp
as a young student, Graff thinks
it is a great opportunity for any
kid interested in attending.
“I absolutely recommend Space
Camp and its associated programs
in aviation, robotics and cyber,”
he said. “The class content and
activities are designed to engage
and inspire the appropriate ages
of students to make sure they are
challenged yet not overwhelmed.”
Graff recently participated in
a video teleconference call with
Space Camp officials. ...
To continue reading go to:
https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/
Article/2445668/from-dreams-ofbeing-an-astronaut-to-leading-usspace-force-recruiting-operatio/

Recruiter’s spouse honored to help decorate White House
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO Washington D.C. – As the First
Family celebrates its fourth
Christmas in the White House,
the spouse of an Air Force
Recruiting Service recruiter
had the honor of being chosen
to help decorate the home of the
president. This year’s theme,
“America the Beautiful,” is a
tribute to the majesty of our
great nation.
Brittany Hollander, the spouse
of Tech. Sgt. Kevin Hollander, an
enlisted accessions recruiter with
the 311th Recruiting Squadron,
DuBois, Pennsylvania, was
blown away with her experience
at the White House and equally
surprised when she was chosen
to take part in it.
“She literally screamed for
joy,” Hollander said. “She was so
happy that she was selected to
decorate.”
A friend of hers told her
about the opportunity and she
reluctantly signed up for the
chance thinking there was no
way she would get selected.
“I decided to go on the website
to see what the process looked
like. It was a fairly simple
application, so I filled it out,”
Brittany said. “It lets you write a
quick paragraph about why you
should be selected, so I think I
wrote something like I would be
absolutely honored to decorate
the White House. Though I don’t
have much decorating experience
besides my own home and some
volunteer opportunities at the
bases we’ve been to, I would
work very hard and would
learn quickly. I absolutely love
Christmas and my country and
it would be an honor to work for

Brittany Hollander, the wife of Tech. Sgt. Kevin Hollander, a 311th Recruiting Squadron
enlisted accessions recruiter, poses for a photo at the White House after a reception
Nov. 30, 2020. She and other volunteers were personally thanked by Melania Trump,
the first lady, for their work in helping her decorate for the holidays. (Courtesy photo)

the first family and give hope to
the American people during this
hard year.”
When she applied, the
Hollander family was in the
process of moving from Wyoming
to Pennsylvania. When she
received the news she had been
chosen, the Hollanders were
literally unloading the moving
truck at their new home.
“My husband and the movers
were unloading our household
goods when I found out. They all
celebrated with me,” she said. “It
was such an incredible feeling
to be selected. Later I found
out that thousands of people
apply and they only choose 100150 people. I couldn’t believe
the odds and was so thankful
to be selected on my first time
applying. Excitement was truly
an understatement. I had never
seen the White House, so this
opportunity was just huge.”
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As a military spouse and stayat-home mom, the opportunity
to have her own temporary duty
assignment was special. The
Hollander’s have a 6-year old
daughter and 2-year old twins.
“Being a military spouse is an
incredibly rewarding. There are
so many wonderful parts of our
life in the military, like meeting
people all over the world from all
different backgrounds, traveling,
adventures and being a part
of a wonderful community,”
Brittany said. “But like all great
things, there are challenges
and obstacles, of course. I’d say
we had many more date nights
when we just had my daughter,
but now jumping from a family...
To read more go to:
https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/
Article/2438218/recruiters-spousehonored-to-help-decorate-whitehouse-for-christmas/

AF recruiting finds innovative way to save money, time
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas – During the
COVID-19 pandemic, Air Force
recruiters have continuously
found innovative ways to keep
the flow of recruits ready for
Basic Military Training, and
one new alternative to recruit
processing may prove to be a
huge resource saving idea.
A team of ground-breaking
recruiters were able to process
two people into the delayed
entry program without ever
stepping a foot into a Military
Entrance Processing Station
or military treatment facility.
This proof of concept serves
as a MEPS alternative, and
was a recommendation from
the Fiscal 20 National Defense
Authorization Act, which uses
civilian doctors in the medicalclearance process, and has the
potential to save considerable
man hours and money for the
Air Force.
Daniel Kim and Tyler Yarrish
were the first two of a 20-person
proof of concept. The idea has
been floated around Air Force
Recruiting Service for years,
but had never happened.
“I am continually impressed
with the innovative thinking
that come from our Total
Force recruiting team,” said
Maj. Gen. Ed Thomas, AFRS
commander. “They are working
tirelessly to adapt and overcome
the challenges presented by
COVID-19. With ideas like
the MEPS alternative, we
continue to find and in-process
the best and brightest to join
our U.S. Air and Space Forces.
I’m encouraged by the proof of
concept and ready to see this on

Chief Master Sgt. David Poff, (left) 369th Recruiting Squadron superintendent, and Lt.
Col. Charles Barton, 369th RCS commander, celebrate the swearing in of Daniel Kim
and Tyler Yarrish into the Air Force Delayed Enlistment Program. Barton administered
the oath to Kim and Yarrish who were the first two of a 20-person proof of concept
to process and ship to Basic Military Training without ever visiting Military Entrance
Possessing Station or military facility. (Courtesy photo)

a larger scale.”
Poff
shared
Thomas’
excitement to see this program
develop.
“We have always felt like
this was a viable option, but
the idea seemed to meet some
resistance. Oftentimes, we
do things the same way for
so long that we just assume
it cannot be done any other
way,” said Chief Master Sgt.
David Poff, 369th Recruiting
Squadron
superintendent,
located in Encino, California.
“In the late summer of 2019
a rumor was floating around
that Congress thought the
Department of Defense should
seek alternatives to centralized
accession physicals at MEPS.
As soon as Master Sgt. Ernest
Coleman (the former flight
chief for the 369th RCS H
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Flight) and I heard about that,
we started discussing how we
could actually make something
like that happen.”
United
States
Military
Entrance Processing Command
operates 65 MEPS located
throughout the 50 States and
Puerto Rico. Applicants must
travel to the closest MEPS to
receive physical examinations.
They are often driven by a
military recruiter and they
receive lodging at a nearby hotel
that is paid for by that service.
In 2015, USMEPCOM reported
that 473,000 applicants from
the military and other agencies
processed through the 65...
To read more go to: https://www.
recruiting.af.mil/News/ArticleDisplay/Article/2451390/air-forcerecruiting-finds-innovative-wayto-save-money-time/

AF recruiters take part in CMT Hot 20 Holiday Salute
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas – A couple
of Air Force recruiters were on
national television as part of
the Country Music Television
Hot 20 Holiday Salute program
Dec. 12-13, 2020.
The show featured Cody
Allen as the host and singer
Lee Brice with several surprise
guests. Two recruiters and a
host of other service members
were featured on television
screens via Zoom behind the
entertainers.
“It was really an awesome
thing to experience. Not only
were we featured on the show
that is a yearly tradition for
CMT honoring the troops across
the world, but we got to watch
all the behind-the-scenes stuff,”
said Tech. Sgt. Dexter Tapley,
361st Recruiting Squadron
enlisted accessions recruiter in
Fairbanks, Alaska. “We got to

see Cody Allen go from joking
at one moment to serious in a
matter of seconds when it came
time to record. The biggest
highlight for me was watching
Lee Brice play ‘I Drive Your
Truck’. That song has helped
me through some tough times
when my brother was deployed.”
“This was an awesome
opportunity to see the behindthe-scenes production of a show
and how much work it is to
piece everything together,” said
Master Sgt. Jonathan Rice, a
recruiter at Kadena Air Base,
Japan. “The biggest highlight
was when I came home that day
and my 7-year old son asked
me, ‘So you were on TV today?’
I said yes sir, he smiled and
said ‘so you’re famous now?’”
Tapley said he had no idea
he was nominated to be on the
show and was confused when
he started getting emails.
“I got nominated for this
opportunity to be on CMT,”
Tapley said. “When I first

Tech. Sgt. Dexter Tapley, 361st Recruiting Squadron in Fairbanks, Alaska, and his
wife Elizabeth (top right corner) during the taping of the Country Music Television Hot
20 Holiday Salute. Tapley was nominated to be part of the program that salutes the
troops for the holidays. Tapley was joined by fellow recruiter Master Sgt. Jonathan
Rice, Kadena Air Base, Japan, as well as many other U.S. military members. The show
will air on CMT Dec. 12-13, 2020. (Courtesy screenshot)
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started getting emails, I had no
idea what was going on. After I
got the email from public affairs
saying I was the one selected
to be on CMT, I was excited
and started counting down the
days.”
The show was pre-recorded
Dec. 7, 2020, and Tapley had
to be set up and ready for the
video teleconference at 10:30 in
the morning. Rice had an even
earlier call being in Japan. He
had to be ready to roll at 4:30 in
the morning.
“I used my personal laptop
for the Zoom call,” he said. “My
wife and I just sat in chairs at
my desk with all my awards
from over the years in the
background.”
It helped with Tapley’s
excitement that he was a fan
of the artists on the show and
loves country music.
“I enjoyed watching Lee Brice
play and I also enjoyed when
Blake Shelton and Brantley
Gilbert came online as the
special guests,” Tapley said.
“We got to see Brantley Gilbert’s
man cave. It was awesome.”
Rice is from Oklahoma, so
he was pleased with so many
artists on the show coming from
his home state.
“Being
from
Oklahoma,
country music has always been
a big part of my life,” Rice said.
“The coolest part is some of my
favorite artists who are from
Oklahoma came on the show
such as the GOAT (greatest of
all time) Garth Brooks, Toby
Keith and Blake Shelton.”
To continue reading go to: https://
www.recruiting.af.mil/News/
Article-Display/Article/2442490/
air-force-recruiters-take-part-incmt-hot-20-holiday-salute/

AF recruiter takes gold in Brazilian Jiu Jitsu tournament
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
DALLAS – An Air Force recruiter
won the International Brazilian
Jiu Jitsu Federation’s American
Nationals tournament here in
the medium heavy weight class
Dec. 6, 2020.
“I beat the No. 2 ranked guy
in the world in my weight class
for the gold medal match,” said
Master Sgt. Kyle Atkinson, an
enlisted accessions recruiter
with the 341st Recruiting
Squadron, Katy, Texas. “I
placed silver in the open weight
division.”
Atkinson
was
able
to
successfully juggle his full-time
recruiting job with training to
compete in this tournament.
“My training camp started
in October, so I had around
two months of hard training
for this event,” he said. “I cut
from 195 pounds to 186 pounds
over the course of the camp. It
is definitely noticeably harder
to cut weight the older I get. I
trained around six hours a day,
six days a week.”
Unlike many competitors in
martial arts who begin training
at a young age, Atkinson did not
pick up the sport until he was in
the Air Force.
“A friend invited me to a
grappling club he established
at the base gym in Ramstein,
Germany,” he said. “I went with
him and was hooked ever since.”
Atkinson said he was always
an athlete growing up and
played football from age 6 until
he graduated high school.
“After enlisting, I felt like
something was missing and
wanted to compete,” he said.
“After getting introduced to
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu and Muay

Thai, I knew that was what I
wanted to do. I can attribute
most of my desire to wanting
to fight to my older brother
beating me up as a kid.”
He actually picked up
training in Muay Thai when
he was stationed at Osan Air
Base, Korea.
“I knew I needed to develop
striking skills if I ever wanted
to fight in MMA (mixed martial
arts),” Atkinson said. “I learned
how to kick, knee, punch and
elbow effectively from Master
Kim (his instructor in Osan).
Additionally, while training
with Master Kim we would
frequently spar strikers from
other martial arts, which gave
me a realistic look at what the
standup game would entail in
MMA.”
He also found a group of
Army guys when he was at
Osan and started training with
them under their combatives
program.
“As the only Air Force guy
in there I felt like they were
all trying to take me out. I
took pride in knowing this, so
I always went 100% to make
sure they could never talk
bad about us Air Force guys,”
he said. “They took notice
and invited me to compete in
a combatives tournament at
Camp Humphries. I ended up
winning the whole competition,
which
didn’t
make
the
instructors too happy.”
He began formally training
in Brazilian Jiu Jitsu in 2008
under Professor Mica Cipilli in
Las Vegas.
“I am currently a brown
belt under Professor Chris
Mango of Gracie Barra Jiu
Jitsu,” he said. “I think I will
get my black belt next year
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Master Sgt. Kyle Atkinson, an enlisted
accessions recruiter with the 341st
Recruiting Squadron, Katy, Texas,
won the International Brazilian Jiu
Jitsu Federation’s American Nationals
tournament in the medium heavy weight
class Dec. 6, 2020, in Dallas. Atkinson
also took home the silver medal in the
open weight division. (Courtesy photo)

sometime, however, with a PCS
(permanent change of station)
happening in February, it could
take longer as I will be moving
schools again.”
He had his first professional
MMA fight in Nov 2008 in Las
Vegas.
“I won that within fiveseconds on a head kick in the
first round,” he said. “I honestly
didn’t like how much anxiety I
had leading up to fights...
To continue reading this story
go to: https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/
Article/2450377/recruiter-takesgold-medal-in-brazilian-jiu-jitsutournament/

330th SW Recruiting launches shadowing program
By Senior Airman Solomon Cook
375th AMW Public Affairs
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, Ill. -The 330th Recruiting Squadron
began a new recruiter shadowing
program Nov. 24, 2020, starting
at their recruiting office and
continuing at the Fairview
Heights Recreation Center.
Within the Air Force, Airmen
who are qualified may apply for
Developmental Special Duty
(DSD) jobs. These opportunities
afford Airmen the chance to step
out of their day-to-day career
field to do such things as become
a Military Training Instructor,
Military Training Leader or a
recruiter. One recruiter, after
becoming seasoned in his position,
decided to create a program for
those who may be looking into
or were selected to fill a slot as a
special warfare recruiter.
“The intent of the shadowing
program is to provide anybody
who may be interested in
recruiting an opportunity to see
what the life of a recruiter is
like,” said Tech. Sgt. Dalontie
Joppy, 330th Special Warfare
Recruiting Squadron special
warfare assessing recruiter.
Although the Air Force prides
itself on training personnel to
reach their maximum potential,
regardless of task, there is
something that hands-on and
observational experience cannot
replace, Joppy said.
“When I was selected for DSD
to be a recruiter, we went straight
to the recruiting school, and
then we had a little bit of time
between recruiting school to try
to get some hands on training,”
he explained.
There are programs that afford

Airmen the opportunity to shadow
a recruiter, but they are exclusively
for senior airman and below.
“I know there are programs
such as the recruiter’s assistance
program, but I was looking more
for a program that was going to
allow me to kind of get behind
the scenes and see more so ‘a day
in the life of a recruiter’,” Joppy
continued. “It was an idea that I
just thought would be beneficial
if I was looking at it from the
other side of the fence. When I
started recruiting, I wish this
opportunity would have been
available to me.”
During the shadowing event,
an Airman learning the ropes of
what goes into being a special
warfare recruiter saw firsthand
the workflow of a recruiter with
tasks from administration to
mentoring.
“You get to watch and hear
a lot from the recruiters; you
also get to interact more with
the instructors and any of the
special warfare recruits who are
actually here,” said Airman 1st
Class Dalton D. Frederico, 635th
Supply Chain Operations Wing
material management supply. “I
got to talk to the recruit a lot and
see what he had to say about what
they were doing throughout the
day throughout their exercises.”
The participants had an idea
of what they would be observing,
but were surprised with the
amount of attention to detail it
takes to get a candidate ship out
ready.
“I have a better understanding
of what [recruiters] have to go
through and what they do every
day -- the struggles that they
have of just getting guys to come
out and how specific they have
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to be on what kind of guys that
they actually get to come out,”
Frederico said. “You have to
have someone that’s physically
and mentally able to do a job in
this career field. There’s only a
certain amount of people that can
do it and it’s a very thin margin
of people that can do that type of
job, so I can see how stressful it
can be for the recruiters.”
Joppy and other professionals
from the 330th RCS were pleased
with the outcome of their first
shadowing event and look
forward to the next opportunity
they have to host another one.
“Overall, I was very pleased
with how the events of the
day unfolded,” Joppy said. “In
the future, I hope that more
people become educated about
opportunities available within
Air Force Special Warfare and
that Job Shadowing for all DSD...
To continue reading go
to:https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/
Article/2439650/330th-swrlaunches-shadowing-program/

A patch reading ‘TACP’ sits adorned
on an operational camouflage pattern
uniform Nov. 24, 2020. Members of the
tactical air control party, or TACP, career
field are special warfare operators and
are responsible for calling in an air strike
on the right target at just the right time.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman
Solomon Cook)

DRIVE program a meld of compassion, connections
By Annette Crawford
37th Training Wing Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIOLACKLAND, Texas – A new
program at the 737th Training
Support Squadron’s Transition
Flight is giving motivated, but
disqualified, Airmen a chance to
serve their country in ways other
than in uniform.
Known as DRIVE – Develop,
Redistribute, Improve, Vault,
Expose – the program is
designed to transform medically
disqualified Airmen with unique
skill sets into viable civil service
applicants, thereby keeping the
talent within the Air Force.
“The DRIVE program’s mission
provides these individuals a Plan
B for their careers,” said Capt.
Tho K. Dang, Assistant Director
of Operations and Transition
Flight Commander for the 737th
TRSS.
“Not wanting to let their skills
go to waste, we’ve seen an

Elizabeth Ross, left, stands with Kelli
Williams, DRIVE program manager, at
the program’s grand opening ceremony
Nov. 16, 2020, at Joint Base San AntonioLackland, Texas. Ross, an animal
caretaker with the Military Working Dog
Center, 341st Training Squadron, is
the first candidate successfully placed
through the DRIVE program. DRIVE
gives motivated, but disqualified, Airmen
a chance to serve their country in ways
other than in uniform. (U.S. Air Force
photo by Annette Crawford)

opportunity to help them and the
Department of Defense by finding
them jobs, facilitating total force
recruiting,” Dang added.
“Many of these individuals have
such a passion to serve their
country, but they’re not able to
because of a medical issue,” said
Master Sgt. Paul Lamelin, a
military training instructor who
was one of the program’s original
founders. Lamelin was a guest
speaker when DRIVE held its
official kickoff in its new offices
at the base education center,
Bldg. 5725, on Nov. 16.
Medical issues that disqualify
an individual from joining the Air
Force include asthma, eczema,
psoriasis,
stress
fractures,
hearing loss and anemia. Often
these issues don’t manifest
themselves until a person is in
Basic Military Training, or BMT.
Before DRIVE came around,
these conditions meant dreams
of serving in the military stopped
before they even began. Now,
they have a second chance.
Individuals considered for
DRIVE are in BMT, in their
first enlistment, and within
their first 180 days of service.
However, any trainee who has
a behavioral diagnosis or who is
being separated for disciplinary
concerns will not be considered
for DRIVE.
Kelli Williams joined the 737th
TRSS in September as the DRIVE
program manager. She explained
that when trainees arrive at the
Training In-processing Center,
or TIC, they complete a survey
which asks them about their work
history, education background (to
include degrees, certificates, and
licenses), security clearances and
college credits. Williams collects
and reviews those surveys on a
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daily basis, and then does an inperson interview and assessment
with the trainee to see if they
want to participate.
“From there I work to fit and
match these individuals with
potential jobs,” Williams said.
The first step is creating a profile
and resume on the USAJOBS
website. The resume and any
supporting documentation are
then uploaded into the Air Force
Civilian Service website where
the Air Force Personnel Center
DRIVE program manager vets
the candidates. Williams and the
AFPC DRIVE program manager
work
together
to
arrange
interviews between selected
candidates and direct hiring
agencies.
Elizabeth Ross, an animal
caretaker with the Military
Working Dog Center, 341st
Training Squadron, is the first
candidate successfully placed
through the DRIVE program.
Once she decided to join the Air
Force, she said it never occurred
to her that she wouldn’t become
an Airman.
“I didn’t have a Plan B,” she
admitted.
Due to a stress fracture, she
wasn’t able to graduate with her
basic training flight.
She spent several months on
medical hold and only had a week
before her entry level separation
was signed when she learned
about DRIVE.
With a degree in zoology from
Oklahoma State University, she
was an ideal candidate for the
program. Ross separated from...
To read more go to: https://www.
recruiting.af.mil/News/ArticleDisplay/Article/2434994/driveprogram-a-meld-of-compassionconnections/

U.S. Space Force makes history at Basic Military Training
By Annette Crawford
37th Training Wing Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIOLACKLAND, Texas -- History
was made here Dec. 10 as the first
seven people to enlist directly into
the U.S. Space Force graduated
from Basic Military Training.
The five men and two women
were among the 414 recruits
who completed seven and a half
weeks of training. Assigned to
the 320th Training Squadron,
their training began Oct. 20.
The new Space Professionals
are: Amy Biggers, Virginia
Beach, Virginia; Giahna Brown,
Woodbridge, Virginia; Delvano
Brown, Gaithersburg, Maryland;
Benjamin Nevoraski, Virginia
Beach, Virginia; Shane Brown
and Elijah Engelby, Colorado
Springs, Colorado; and Nathan
Ramage, Falcon, Colorado.
Secretary of the Air Force
Barbara
M.
Barrett
was
the featured speaker at the
graduation ceremony, which was
streamed live on Facebook. She
spoke to the graduates about
joining a heritage of integrity,
service and excellence, and
mentioned three Airmen who
represent those ideals. One of
those Airmen was retired Lt.
Gen. Susan Helms, who flew
more than 30 different types of
U.S. aircraft as an Air Force test
pilot and then served 12 years as
an astronaut.
“General Helms was the first
U.S. military woman in space.
She still holds the world record
for the longest spacewalk – eight
hours and 56 minutes,” Barrett
said. She added that Helms, in
particular, represents the caliber
of talent the Space Force is
recruiting.

“So, it is fitting that we
celebrate the historic milestone
of graduating the first seven
trainees to the United States
Space Force!” Barrett said.
The number of Space Force
trainees
will
continue
to
increase over time as processes
for recruiting and training are
solidified, and the Space Force
plans to recruit a little more than
300 enlisted members through
the end of the fiscal year. There
are currently another 13 trainees
at BMT with seven more
scheduled to arrive later this
month.
Through January, all Space
Force accessions will become
Space
Systems
Operations
specialists and in February, new
accessions will join for positions
in additional career fields such
as operations intelligence and
cyber systems operations.
Chief of Space Operations
Gen. John W. “Jay” Raymond

spoke to the graduates before
administering the Oath of
Enlistment. He said that while
every Basic Military Training
graduation
ceremony
was
important, the one on Dec. 10
was historic as it was the first to
send seven “of our nation’s finest
directly into the new United
States Space Force.”
Raymond challenged the seven
Space Force Professionals.
“I need you to be bold. You will
help us build this service from
the ground up. You will help us
define our warfighting culture.
You will build the Space Force as
the first digital service. You will
lay the foundation of a service
that is innovative and can go
fast in order to stay ahead of a
significant and growing threat...
To continue go to: https://
www.37trw.af.mil/News/
Article-Display/Article/2443173/
us-space-force-makes-historyat-basic-military-training/

U.S. Space Force Tech. Sgt. Eric Mistrot, 324th Training Squadron military training
instructor, stands in front of his flight during the graduation ceremony, Dec. 10, 2020, at
Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, Texas. Seven members of the graduating class are
the first Space Force trainees to graduate. The number of Space Force trainees will
continue to increase over time as processes for recruiting and training are solidified.
Approximately 312 Space Force accessions will graduate from BMT this fiscal year.
Currently all Space Force accessions will become Space Systems Operations
specialists. (U.S. Air Force photo by Sarayuth Pinthong)
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Shaw Airmen share resiliency stories, messages
By Senior Airman Jacob Gutierrez
20th Fighter Wing Public Affairs

SHAW AIR FORCE BASE, S.C.
-- Team Shaw held a Storytellers
event at Shaw, Dec. 4, 2020.
The inaugural Storytellers
resiliency program was designed
with the Community Action
Team to encourage Airmen
to share stories of survival,
resilience, tragedy or success.
“Storytellers
was
created
to encourage Airmen to share
their stories, to get their stories
out in the open and to watch
these stories change lives,”
said Nichole Braithwait, 20th
Fighter
Wing
community
support coordinator. “So much of
Comprehensive Airman Fitness

is building relationships. These
stories allow us to connect as
people, to embrace our challenges
together and then to celebrate
the good news that despite our
circumstances or challenges, we
are still standing.”
Airmen took the stage and
spoke on experiences that
ranged a gamut of topics, and in
the process offered wisdom to the
audience.
“Accept the uncomfortable,
share your story with someone,”
said Tech. Sgt. Christopher
Holt, 337th Recruiting Squadron
noncommissioned
officer
in
charge of operations. “For
anyone who’s struggling, find
your avenue and find your outlet.
Talk with your brothers, talk

with your sisters.”
The CAT hopes the idea of
sharing your story and helping
others find answers to their
personal situations will resonate
with the community during this
unprecedented holiday season.
“During
the
COVID-19
challenges, it is more important
than ever to connect with people,”
said Brathwait. “Please check on
your friends and family members
and check on your Airmen, at
every level of service. Nobody
is immune from experiencing
hardships and challenges in
life. We all have a story to share
and our CAT will continue to
build this program here at Shaw
because shared stories create
stronger teams.”

U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt. Christopher Holt, 337th Recruiting Squadron noncommissioned officer in charge of operations, speaks
during a Storytellers event at Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, Dec. 4, 2020. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Jacob
Gutierrez)
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In-Service recruiter helps authenticate dreams
51st Fighter Wing Public Affairs

OSAN AIR BASE, Republic of
Korea -- Deciding your next phase
in life can be a difficult decision
to make. Like driving in traffic,
every
Active-Duty
military
member will one day encounter a
career fork in the road.
You can either ‘cruise control’ on
a familiar route by remaining in
the Active-Duty lane, or merge to
transition into the Air National
Guard or Air Force Reserve path,
the latter showing ‘road work
ahead’ signs as the lane turns
into rocky, unpaved asphalt.
As the ‘contract term’ road ends,
a commitment must be made –
one that’s hard to detour from
once passed. Luckily, one Airman
acts as a GPS for transitioning
Airmen as the sole in-service Air
Force recruiter on the Korean
Peninsula – who loves to help
make people’s career dreams
come true.
“As a reservist myself, I’ve
seen firsthand the benefits of
transitioning from Active-Duty
status to the Air Force Reserve,”
said Master Sgt. Lissy MariscalPinzon, a Pacific Air Forces inservice recruiter who entered
the service as a personnelist.

“My job is to recruit and assist
separating Active-Duty members
and inform them of the Air Force
Reserve’s benefits. It’s rewarding
to help other people accomplish
the ability to still serve while
having the flexibility and time to
pursue their own personal and
career goals.”
Separating members are one
visit to the second floor of Osan’s
building 745 in-service recruiting
office away from taking the first
step towards their goal. After
an initial meeting, MariscalPinzon can coordinate the
paperwork and actions required
to best equip Airmen to make
educated decisions along their
transition process. Once a
goal is determined, she weighs
member’s
options
through
several programs.
Palace Front allows members
that have a year out separation
date
with
matching
Date
Estimated Return from Overseas
(DEROS) and Date of Separation
(DOS) time frames to transfer to
the Reserve within six months of
that date. Palace Chase allows
members without a separation
date to leave active-duty service
and join the Reserve. If they’ve
completed at least half of their
Master
Sgt.
Lissy
Singleton,
Pacific
Air Forces in-service
recruiter, supports all
Airmen assigned to
Kunsan and Osan Air
Bases in the Republic
of Korea. Singleton
recruits and assists
separating active-duty
members and informs
them of the Air Force
Reserve’s
benefits.
(U.S. Air Force photo by
Staff Sgt. Greg Nash)
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enlistment contract, they can
transfer into certain career fields,
based on manning needs.
For Staff Sgt. Barry Tuck,
a former 51st Maintenance
Squadron transient alert crash
recovery team lead who is
transitioning to be an Equal
Opportunity specialist, having
Mariscal-Pinzon’s help has been
life-changing.
“After serving eight years as
an aircraft mechanic, I wanted a
change – working in a customer
service environment where I
could serve others,” said Tucker.
“I was committed to making a
career change, and the Air Force
Reserve seemed like a promising
opportunity after speaking to
Master Sgt. (Mariscal-Pinzon),”
Tuck added. “Her friendly
approach and ability to provide
an easy line for communication
was very helpful. I would, and
have, recommended her to all of
my peers that want to make a
career change.”
For individuals who want to
be like Tuck, Mariscal-Pinzon
is ready to step in and assist.
Although she relishes the
opportunity to help others on
a new path, she admits the
transition’s unique challenges.
“Going from Active-Duty
to being a civilian is a
huge lifestyle change,” said
Mariscal-Pinzon. “Everything
changes, whether it’s making
connections and just missing
that military camaraderie -- it’s
different. In the Reserve, you can
still have that military connection
and have time to be more familyoriented and accomplish personal
goals like school that you maybe
couldn’t pursue on full-time
Active-Duty status.”

Eyes and Ears: AFIS is NOT a four letter word
By Paul Gallagher
AFRS Inspector General

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- AFIS is
an acronym that stands for “Air
Force Inspection System.”
According to AFI 90-201 AFIS
is “a coherent, and synchronized
alignment
of
inspections
conducted on behalf of the
Secretary of the Air Force, Chief
of Staff of the Air Force, and
commanders at all levels.” AFIS,
implemented by SAF/IG in 2013,
became known as the “new”
inspection system. You will still
find people calling it new despite
being seven years old.
Why did we need a new
inspection system? According
to AFPAD13-01, the IG (TIG)
completed a comprehensive
assessment of the effectiveness
and efficiency of the inspection
system. TIG found the system

to be wasteful, inadequate and
unsustainable in the current and
future resource environment.
In the preceding years, the
inspection program in the Air
Force had drifted to include over
100 types of inspections, most
of which were not done within,
nor did they inform, the IG
inspection system. The result to
wings was an inability to keep
up. They ended up with two
ways of doing things…the real
way, and the inspection way.
This duplicity resulted in units
painting grass green to prep for
inspections, sweeping problems
under the rug and spending
precious resources on inspection
prep and putting on a show to
get positive inspection results.
As the TIG said, it was wasteful
and unsustainable.
How is the new system
different?
According to AFI
90-201, the intent of AFIS is
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to
“continuously
improve…
so there is an ever-shrinking
difference (real and perceived)
between mission readiness and
inspection readiness…units are
inspection-ready when focused
on mission readiness and on
building a culture of disciplined
compliance.” This system aligns
and synchronizes efforts by
commanders, functional entities,
and inspectors general to achieve
these ideals.
How does it work? “AFIS
consists of a Commander-led
Unit Self-Assessment Program,
three synergistic inspections:
Commander’s Inspection Program,
Unit Effectiveness Inspection
and Management Inspection and
continual evaluation by functional
entities.” In AFRS, for the purpose
of AFIS, Recruiting Groups are
Wing-Equivalent organizations
AFIS continued ON PAGE 13

AFIS continued from PAGE 12

(and execute CCIP) and AFRS
is a MAJCOM equivalent, and
execute UEI.
See the main
components graphic.
AFIS is centered on the
Four Major Graded Areas of:
Managing Resources, Leading
People, Improving the Unit,
and Executing the Mission.
These exactly coincide with the
Commander’s
responsibilities
from AFI 1-2. Both the CCIP
and the UEI will report using
assessment of the four MGAs
and associated sub-MGAs. See
the MGA graphic.
Mr. Gallagher this is awesome!
Can you bring it all together for
me? You bet! Everything is built
on the Unit Self-Assessment
program.
That depends on Airmen
to
ruthlessly
self-assess
and report the status of
compliance. If something is

preventing compliance then we
need to consider: Is this directive
still relevant? Have I been given
the resources to comply? Is the
requirement OBE and now,
seemingly stupid? Is it, in fact, an
important and valid requirement
and we have to fix a process to
be compliant? The bottom line
is, commanders need to know
where there are compliance
issues so they can engage as
appropriate. It so important that
the CCIP will focus on evaluating
the effectiveness of the SAP and
the UEI will evaluate that of the
CCIP, as part of the 4 MGA.
What about MICT? Managers
Internal Control Toolset is the
Air Force program of record to
communicate a unit’s program
health. It provides two-way
communication between policy
authors and field level Airmen.
It is our responsibility to track
the pertinent Self-Assessment
Communicators and to ruthlessly
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assess our programs. Supervisors
and the command chain use that
information to make decisions.
We are also able to “SPAM the
FAM” if questions are confusing,
out of date or don’t have the right
reference.
Bottom line: As Airmen, we
support our commanders. Any
issues that we become aware
of that affect the 4 MGA are
important
to
communicate.
Refer again to the graphic of the
4 MGA. You can surely imagine
how a problem with any of these
areas can jeopardize the mission.
AFIS emphasizes your
responsibility to act as a
sensor
and
communicate
problems. In AFRS, we are
fortunate to have a closely knit
team of group and AFRS IG and
functional staff….we can quickly
team up to address problems and
support the front lines as they
execute The first mission of the
first command!

Congrats AFRS 3rd
Quarter Award winners!

Above is the AFRS webpage. To get to the website go to: https://www.
recruiting.af.mil. The AFRS Public Affairs team is keeping the website
current with relevant Air Force information. Stay informed and continue
being safe.

Career
Chats

AMN of the Quarter – Senior Airman
Andrew Broadwater HQ AFRS
NCO of the Quarter – Tech. Sgt. Brandi
Hansen 364th RCS
SNCO of the Quarter – Master Sgt. Daniel
Bedford HQ AFRS
CGO of the Quarter – Capt. Timothy
Crothers 368th RCS
FGO of the Quarter – Maj Hsiao-Wei Lu
364 RCS
Cat I Civ of the Quarter – Ms. Carla Koeteeuw
367th RCS
Cat II Civ of the Quarter – Ms. Erica Veale
367th RCS
Cat III Civ of the Quarter – Mr. John Saenz
369th RCG

342nd RCS honors
newest OA recruiters

Future Chats
Jan 27
Feb TBD

Religious Affairs
Maintenance

Questions about
a career?
Ask the experts it’s great for applicants!
If there’s a career you like to see, let
us know at afrshqpa@us.af.mil
<a href="https://www.vecteezy.com/free-vector/content">Content Vectors by Vecteezy</a>
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Master Sgt. James Leiveille (right), 342nd
RCS operations chief, certified four new
OA Recruiters of the 342nd RCS in Dallas,
Texas. These four NCOs went through
a thorough certification and earned this
accomplishment especially during this new
recruiting process for OA. The newest OA
certified recruiters are: Tech. Sgts. Mubarak
Rashid, Kyle Wesolowski, Josha Riffe and
Rodrigo Trevino. (Courtesy photo)

318th RCS paves way with Total Force career fair
By Master Sgt. Michele Corning
318th Recruiting Squadron

MECHANICSBURG, Penn. -The 318th Recruiting Squadron
innovatively paved the way with
a first-of-its-kind virtual Total
Force career fair servicing the
entire 360th Recruiting Group
area of responsibility and hosting
all total force components, Dec.
9, 2020.
They partnered with Catalyst
Career Group, a premier virtual
platform.
The Total Force partners
included: Air Force Civilian
Service, Air Force Reserve, Air
National Guard, U.S. Air Force
Academy, Air Force ROTC and
U.S. Space Force.
The 318th RCS members and
partners marketed to over one
million potential candidates.

The event generated over 800
registrants, with 420 active
participants which garnered 773
unique chat interactions.
During the event 318th RCS
provided a video teleconference
presentation (a Birds Eye View)
to Air Force Recruiting Service
Commander and other senior
leaders along with Col. Jeffrey
Rosa, 360th RCG commander,
who all lauded the innovative
use of virtual recruiting.
Moving forward during the
COVID-19 pandemic and beyond,
virtual career booths are the way
of the future.
This method of recruiting
has opened doors and forged a
path for other virtual recruiting
platforms.
Since COVID-19, the 318th
RCS has and will continue
to partner with more virtual
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career platforms that target on
a national level focusing on line
officer and health profession
recruiting efforts.
These platforms create a space
for job postings, resume collection,
job
seeker
email
contact,
virtual career fairs, virtual
appointment meeting rooms,
and advertisements through
various social media platforms
and national associations.
The relationships 318th RCS
built with their Total Force
partners developed a foundation
for
future
virtual
events
beyond the 360th RCG area of
responsibility.
This event was a proof of
concept and a way forward for
Total Force Recruiting in a
virtual environment. An excellent
example of Air Force Total Force
recruiting innovation.

318th RCS recruiter is an inspiration and survivor
By Master Sgt. Michele Corning
318th Recruiting Squadron

NEW YORK CITY -- Suffering is
considered a familiar part of life.
At some point we can fail, get
hurt, or even fall ill. However,
there is always one person that
shows unfathomable strength
that inspires most people to find
that inner strength we all have
in ourselves.
Tech. Sgt. Lamar Valentina
is that person for his area of
responsibility.
He is an officer accessions
recruiter in the 318th Recruiting
Squadron, New York City. He
joined the Air Force from New
York City, Mar. 7, 2007. He
became a recruiter in June
of 2015, to help people take
advantage of all the opportunities
the Air Force has offered him and
many others.
“The Air Force, although
people think of aircraft, for me it’s
a mix of diverse individuals some
of us with different personal and
professional goals ultimately
we all look to be successful and
improve our quality of life,”
Valentina said. “So to be in a
position to sit down with people
from all walks of life and share
my experience to help them
make a life altering decision, is
big for me and not something I
take lightly.”
In September 2019, after
having a flank pain on the left
side of his lower back and a lump
behind his collar bone between
his shoulder and his neck.
Valentina
was
diagnosed
with stage 4 renal medullary
carcinoma, an aggressive form of
non-clear cell kidney cancer that

typically affects young
adults and is almost
exclusively
associated
with the sickle cell trait.
Devastated by this
news, Valentina held onto
his positive perspective.
Life has thrown him
many challenges and he
has never given up on
himself. He stood tall,
refused to be pushed
down and began his
battle with cancer.
He started treatment
at Dana Farber Cancer
Center in Boston on Oct.
11, 2019. To date he has
completed a total of
Then Staff Sgt. Lamar Valentina, now technical
18 cycles of chemo, six sergeant and a recruiter with the 318th RCS, New
sessions of five hours York City, posed for a photo on Wall Street. Valentina
per infusion every three is battling stage 4 renal medullary carcinoma, an
weeks. The treatment aggressive form of non-clear cell kidney cancer, while
has been successful continuing to inspire his fellow Airmen. Valentina
recently received some great news when he found
with signs of cancer cell out he has beat cancer. (Courtesy photo)
shrinkage.
first sergeant corps.
A testament of strength and
He enjoys helping people and
courage,
while
undergoing
feels he can make the best impact
his
treatments,
Valentina
by volunteering his service while
has remained active in his
continuing to tell his story.
professional
and
personal
Valentina says about the first
growth. He is enrolled in college
sergeant corps “while providing
and is 12 credits away from
them comfort knowing that
completing his Bachelor in
there are people that have faced
Organizational Leadership with
struggles and didn’t quit but only
Arizona University.
persevered.”
He has been asked to share
Valentina received the best
his story throughout his AOR.
news right before this holiday
He
tendered
inspirational
season; cancer has all but been
speeches for the 314th and 318th
eradicated from his body.
Recruiting Squadrons during
Valentina’s inspiration can
this virtual annual season.
help us mend our own wounds.
Valentina had the privilege to reHe’s done what most may think
enlist Dec. 2, 2020, for another
the impossible while encouraging
six years taking him to his highothers to break boundaries and
year tenure.
stirring others to do the same.
He plans to make master
sergeant and wants to join the
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AFRS to bring enhanced tools for job counseling
By Master Sgt. Dave Brown
AFRS Standardization and Training

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- The Air
Force Work Interest Navigator,
originally employed by the
Air Force Personnel Center to
counsel potential cross training
Airmen, was adapted by Air
Force Recruiting Service in 2018.
AFWIN allows recruiters and
applicants to align interests with
Air Force Specialty Codes based
on a short survey. Unlike the
AFPC version which provided
a ranked list of AFSCs, the
AFRS version provides groups of
similar jobs to avoid the potential
of job locking, which is when an
applicant is interested in only a
couple of job possibilities.
“We have been tasked by the
Air Force to provide tools to allow
our recruiting professionals the
ability to better match individuals
to Air Force needs based on basic
qualifications standards,” said
Angelo Haygood, AFRS deputy
chief of operations. “We also can
match individuals based on ‘best
fit’ criteria by understanding
individual
interests
and
likelihood of technical training
and first term success. AFWIN is
the start. As we move toward an
‘enhanced job counseling’ process,
we want to begin providing
our MEPS (Military Entrance
Processing
Station)
Liaison
NCOs and recruiters with tools
that will enhance their ability
to match individuals to the right
jobs, based on qualifications and
best job fit for them and the Air
Force.”
This is only the beginning of
the process.
“This tool was a great start,
but we need to equip our
recruiters with more to be able

to balance the changing needs of
the Air Force and the applicants
interests in order to get the
right Airmen in the right jobs,”
said Senior Master Sgt. Sean
Murphy, AFRS superintendent
of standardization and training.
Currently, squadrons and
flights set expectations for job
counseling and rely on recruiters
to be able to meet those
expectations.
“You can watch a hundred
recruiters’ job counsel and you
can see a hundred different ways
to do it,” said Master Sgt. Chris
Rabenold, a member of the AFRS
standardization and training
team. “We train job counseling
with a sales model and not a
data model. We want to equip
all recruiters with real time data
so they can speak credibly and
candidly to applicants.”
The new tool expects to build
on the already existing AFWIN survey and combine other
information that is already
available into a user friendly
sales aid.
“We know what our needs are,
we know what assets we already
have; we want to make that
information available to every
recruiter in real time,” Rabenold
said. “Our mission hinges on this
single interaction, we owe it to
the recruiters.”
While the tool is still in
development, some details are
emerging on what it may look
like. The process will start with
AF-WIN. Recruiters already
have the ability to email the
survey to applicants through the
Air Force Recruiting Information
Support System (AFRISS).
“If recruiters aren’t already,
they should start utilizing
the AF-WIN survey on every
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applicant so they understand
what information can be gained
from it” Rabenold said. “The
new tool will be able to take
those results and eventually
add in their Tailored Adaptive
Personality Assessment System
(TAPAS) scores, ASVAB scores,
and physical results to provide
jobs that applicants may be
interested in and qualify for. The
current AF-WIN survey only
provides jobs but does not filter
out AFSCs that the applicants do
not qualify for.”
The current AF-WIN survey
provides jobs but does not filter
out AFSCs in which that the
applicants does not qualify for.
The AFRS operations branch
hopes these results can be further
refined utilizing the accession
plan and the current qualified
and waiting list.
“We want recruiters to be
able to show the applicant what
jobs they qualify for, but also
how many people are already
waiting for those jobs and how
many of those jobs we project to
have available this year,” Brown
said. “We want recruiters to be
equipped with facts. We want
them to be able to say ‘you qualify
for this, but we are only hiring
100 of them and we have 300
people with it listed’. They can
then steer applicants to expected
vacancies.”
Murphy cautions against overpromising but expects that AFWIN will start to be emphasized
more in January 2021, with the
enhanced tool following in the
coming months.
“We’re moving fast on this,”
Murphy said. “We’re all in to
make this available as soon as
possible.”

342nd RCS celebrates holiday virtually

The 342nd RCS found a way to spread the holiday cheer safely this year. During this COVID holiday season, the squadron celebrated
the holidays virtually and still came together as a team. The headquarters members wore their favorite holiday pajamas and played a
virtual game. (Courtesy photo)

332nd RCS recruiters help with toy drive
Tech.
Sgt.
James
Schultz and Staff Sgt.
Kyle Gregory, enlisted
accessions
recruiters
with the 332nd RCS,
helped with a toy drive in
Evansville, Indiana, Dec.
10, 2020. These toys will
go to underprivileged kids
in the Evansville area this
holiday season. (Courtesy
photo)
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Reserve recruiting at championship boxing match

Air Force Reserve recruiting took
part in the WBA Super World Super
Middleweight Championship fight
at the Alamo Dome in San Antonio,
Dec. 19, 2020. The main event
featured Canelo Alvarez vs. Callum
Smith and was televised on the
DZAN network and had an estimated
crowd of more than 12 thousand
fans in attendance. Col. Lisa Craig
(middle top photo), AFRS deputy
commander, was able to take in her
first event since coming to AFRS, as
she toured the activation prior to the
fights. The Air Force Reserve was
prominantly displayed in the ring
(right) during the fight and digital
displays and commercials were
played throughout the evening at the
event. (Air Force photos/Master Sgt.
Chance Babin)
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342nd RCS recruiter helps distribute food to needy

Tech. Sgt. Reynaldo Perez Santiago, a Health Professions recruiter with the 342nd RCS in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico, posed with boxes
of food at the Food Bank located in Carolina, Puerto Rico. Perez led a seven-person group of civilians boxing dozens of food items
to personally deliver to people in need on the island. These boxes of food in particular were delivered to elderly living in impoverished
areas who have been directly impacted by recent earthquakes and the current COVID-19 pandemic. (Courtesy photo)

342nd RCS hosts virtual holiday bingo
The 342nd RCS booster
club and spouses group
put together a squadron
bingo event, Dec. 17,
2020. This event was to
celebrate the holidays and
come together to build
morale and enjoy each
other’s company. Due to
the COVID restrictions the
meetings are now virtual
but they still have fun.
Happy Holidays from the
342nd RCS. (Courtesy
photo)
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AFRS 5/6: Staying busy, continuing to learn
ByTech. Sgt. Julie Bowles
AFRS 5/6

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- The Air
Force Recruiting Service 5/6 has
no signs of slowing down as we
approach the holidays.
During the month of November
they held the “Write for the
rank you want,” with the guest
speaker being Chief Master
Sgt. Antonio Goldstrum, AFRS
command chief, who provided
valuable knowledge for writing
strong performance evaluations.
Throughout the month of
November members participated
in a running fundraiser to raise
awareness for veteran’s suicide,
which was a combined effort
with the Top III.
An awareness event was the
Ruck for Unity 2020, which was
designed to bring people together
to project their presence in local

communities and bring together
all backgrounds and foster a
sense of unity and diversity.
To enhance recruiter’s public
speaking, an event called
“sharpen your speaking skills”
was held Nov. 23, 2020, with
guest speakers Senior Master
Sgt. Gerald James and Senior
Master Sgt. Anthony Marquez to
highlight ways to improve public
speaking as well as overcoming
anxieties.
The event highlighted ways to
improve public speaking as well
as overcoming anxieties.
Another skill that anyone can
work on is dealing with difficult
conversations, whether that
is having to deal with strong
emotions or differing opinions.
The “Crucial Conversations”
was held on October 22, 2020
with guest speaker Mrs. Carey
Braidt, who specializes in conflict
resolution.
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Lastly, the counsel has created
a new slogan with input from the
field as a way to carry on their
legacy. The slogan “connecting,
developing, and empowering
NCOs” was implemented for FY
2020.
The 5/6 is registered with the
“Volunteer for Crisis Cleanup”
which will receive notifications
for the U.S. and pass on details
for those who would like to get
involved even from their couch to
assist with disaster cleanup.
The 5/6 held a Tier 2 discussion
seminar Dec. 16, 2020, to better
prepare recruiters who are
planning on staying in recruiting
before submitting their MOI
what options are available to
them.
The 5/6 had a strong action
packed year thus far. On behalf
of the 5/6 counsel from our
families to yours have a safe and
wonderful holiday!

349th RCS, Santa deliver gifts in OKC

The 349th RCS, E-Flight recruiters, Tech. Sgts. Bruce Daniels, Hugo Perez, Dominic Vanderhorst
(dressed as Santa) and Staff Sgt. Marvis Lamere, partnered with Santa’s Cause in Oklahoma City
to deliver gifts and essential supplies like smoke detectors and clothing to low income families in
Oklahoma City. The gifts were wrapped between recruiters and then delivered to each family, with
Air Force vehicles, music, lights and Santa. Santa’s Cause supports over 38,000 kids, more than
152,000 gifts donated, and more than 95,000 miles are covered every year. (Courtesy photo)

349th RCS recruiters support
OKC Latino Group
The 349th RCS, E-Flight
recruiters coordinated within
their flight and the Air Force
Sergeants Association Chapter
985 to donate toys, school
supplies, clothes and hygiene
items to the Oklahoma City
Latino Group. Over 200 toys
and supplies were donated.
Their efforts will support local
inner city students, families,
shelters and veterans across
the city. (Courtesy photo)
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Safety talk: Some tips on how to have a safe Holiday season
By Stephen Baum
AFRS Safety Office

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- The
holidays and leave are over and
it is now 2021. It is time to focus
back on the work at hand.
Statistically there is an increase
in mishaps during the holidays.
However, after the holidays the
mishap rates tend to only slightly
decrease but are still higher than
other times throughout the year.
To help prevent those mishaps,
below are some helpful tips.
There will still be an increase in
traffic. Many have been away for
the holidays and will be rushing
to work since they have been out

of their normal routine.
Kids are returning to school
and the congestion increases.
Drive defensively and be
aware of those who are driving
inattentively.
Many will still be fatigued
from the holidays and that
fatigue can lead to mishaps.
Ensure to allow yourself
time to properly rest
and take breaks to avoid
making a careless mistake
that could lead to injury.
As winter continues,
driving
in
inclement
weather
presents
challenges.
Black
ice
forms most commonly at
night or early morning

and is most common, although
not exclusively, on bridges,
overpasses and roads underneath
overpasses.
Anticipate black ice if there
has been recent moisture and
the temperature drops below
freezing.

330th RCS honors a departing Airman
The
330th
RCS
presented
Tech.
Sgt.
Reginald Jackson with an
achievement medal for this
time with the squadron.
Jackson was the resource
advisor for the unit and
also oversaw the finances
for two other squadrons
while sitting with the 369th
Recruiting Group. He will
be heading across the
pond for a tour at Ramstein
Air Base, Germany. After
being presented his medal
by Lt. Col. Steven M.K.
Cooper, he was also
presented with a parting
gift from the squadron, by
Capt. Jourdann Rhodes,
330th RCS Support Flight
commander.
(Courtesy
photos)
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343rd RCS helps with homeless shelter
Tech.
Sgt.
Matthew
Clark of the 343rd RCS,
led the squadron in a
massive donation drive.
He was able to secure
over 3,000 dollars for the
Micah House Homeless
Shelter in less than a
month with items such as
canned goods, coats and
personal items. Amid the
ongoing global pandemic,
organizations like the
Micah
House
have
struggled to stay afloat.
Mary Johnston (right) is
the event coordinator for
Micah House. (Courtesy
photo)

343rd RCS chief watches
son join U.S. Space Force
Chief Master Sgt. Melinda
Fletcher of the 343rd
RCS, was able to witness
her son Colin getting
sworn into the U.S. Space
Force. His swear in was
conducted by Lt. Col.
Janelle Koch. Colin is
currently a high school
senior with aspirations
to follow in his mother’s
footsteps
of
serving.
(Courtesy photo)
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330th RCS helps young boy in time of need

A small contingent of 330th RCS Airmen stopped by “Raiden’s” house to drop off some toys, clothes and Air Force
gear in early December. Raiden recently lost both his parents to COVID-19. The local community has been supporting
his family and the 330th RCS joined this worthy cause. (Courtesy photo)
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